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About This Game

Wanderlust Adventures is an online, free-roaming, open world, action adventure RPG. Aspiring adventurers are summoned to
prevent the return of an ominous force, and restore unity to the world of Valandria. Join fellow heroes online, explore vast and

deadly landscapes, and capture companions to aid you in your quest. Forge powerful items, salvage artifacts, and crush the souls
of menacing foes, as you journey into the darkness to become a hero of legend.

Wanderlust Adventures is a standalone experience, taking place in the imaginative Wanderlust universe. Get ready for an online
experience unlike any other.

KEY FEATURES

A 1-4 Player Online Co-op Free-Roam Action-Adventure game

Balanced for Single Player with scaling difficulty as more players join in co-op
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A massive, procedurally-generated world to explore

Dynamic Events help sculpt a new adventure each time you play

4 character classes, each with 14 or more skills to unlock and advance

65 enemies to battle (with 10 dungeon bosses and 8 random-encounter mini-bosses)

Randomized loot is complemented by collectible crafting options for more powerful gear and jewelry

Fishing, Mining and Slot-Machine mini-games

A day/night cycle which impacts gameplay

Epic Mode : A difficulty setting designed to challenge groups of high-level players

Companions : Nearly every enemy can be collected, hired and leveled up!

MUSIC & AUDIO DESIGN BY

Chris Christodoulou - Music Composer for Risk of Rain

Power Up Audio - Audio Design for Darkest Dungeon, Crypt of the Necrodancer

ADDITIONAL HEROES

Anyone who also owns Wanderlust: Rebirth on Steam will unlock the original 8 heroes (to choose from) during character
creation!

PRESENTED BY
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I'm trying to play it. But why does the game keep saying error connecting to steam then keep crashing. this game is my new
addiction. my only concern is there arent any tutorials that i could find but the controls are simple enough that you can figure
them out. Really difficult to review but i'll give it a go, the game has everything i want in an RPG, progression, farming, bosses,
exploration, talents etc.

But it's just not fun, i don't know why, i just don't feel immersed, i don't want to grind, i just don't want to play it, i sit down and
i look at a game that has everything i want and i simply want to just do somthing else.

I'd still give it a 8/10 and it's definately worth trying, but personally i just couldn't get into it. i had to force myself to play the
little amount of it i did.. Rowan and Orlando The Peanut Merchant.. edit - The game is fun, now having played it for a while. I
stand by my earlier comments that the controls aren't very good, and the interface system is needlessly clunky. However, you get
used to it enough to enjoy the other parts of the game. The game really could benefit from a more elegant and smooth interface..
Wanderlust Adventures is an amazing game. Easily one of the best coop action RPG experiences out there. In many ways it
feels like a throwback to the golden era of SNES action RPG's, but with modern day bells and whistles such as online play
(which there is a heavy emphasis on). The game is challenging and rewarding, and online setup is a breeze. The game is also
loaded with content, so you will have plenty to discover and achieve. Anyone who enjoys action RPG's or great coop gameplay
should definitely play this game!. Good game...when it works properly. While I've gotten my fill of it, I've gone throught it with
a multitude of bugs including sfx dying out, controls freaking out, etc. Hopefully the experience is better for others, but the
game is worth your time, if anything.. All Yall Games are good!
Good job Leth and Jason!. The game has a good concept, fun art style, and it *had* a lot of promise. I feel like it's abandoned
now and there's very limited content. As is, it's repetitive. If you want this style of game but with more playability, try Hero
Siege. That game is still getting updates frequently.

I just can't suggest buying this game unless it's marked down a lot on sale. Sorry.
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i played 3 hours, and thats all

without auto-attack this is really terrible to play mage, my finger are broken now. Could use more content (Side quests, unique
events, etc.) but it's certainly a decent game. Dunno if it's quite worth 15$, but worth buying if it's on sale.. this game is meh.
Mulitplayer is dead and it doesnt support steam controller.. The trailer really made this game look like a great time, but after
playing it for a little while the gameplay became stale. Its basically just a button mash fighting enemies, very little skill involved.
If you plan on playing this game, ESPECIALLY solo, be sure to look up some gameplay to make sure you'll enjoy it.
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